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Writing in Journalism Annotated Bibliography 

 This annotated bibliography was primarily meant to highlight differences in styles 

among different types of journalism: print, broadcast, blogging, magazines, and so forth. 

However, along the way, I realized I also had questions about the changes and impact 

each of these types of journalism had and continue to have. The texts I have selected, I 

feel, have strong evidence to show that there are differences among writing, appeal, 

content, relevance, etc. I had always known there were differences among different 

types of journalism, and these articles showcased them in a way that made me feel 

confident and also gave me new perspectives and information on things I had not heard 

about or thought of before.  

 I think the research I observed would be highly useful, not to mention interesting, 

to other journalism students. By understanding the differences in the field and the 

changes that have been going on for several years and continue to occur now due to 

technology, availability, and lifestyles, journalism students can learn more about what 

they are getting themselves into and can be more informed as to what would be 

expected of them in their career choice, and the significance of it to the public. They can 

get a bit more of an insight into the field and make a better informed decision as to what 

they feel they would be best suited for,what they should know or learn, or what skills 

they should possess or sharpen. 



My main question, when I started my research, was what was the difference in 

styles between print journalism and broadcast journalism. However, once I started 

research, I was reminded that there were other types of journalism, such as blogging, 

magazines, and tabloids, so I added that factor into my questioning upon realizing that 

they have become more significant in journalism. I also asked myself what trends there 

were in journalism writing, especially print, given the advances in technology over the 

past few decades; what was changing, what the effects were, and so on. 

 When selecting the articles I chose, I looked for articles that I felt best presented 

the best support of stylistic differences in writing, or at least acknowledged that it was 

there. I also found it important that people within the field were either the authors of the 

articles, or at least cited/quoted. I also selected articles that discussed other types of 

journalism and their importance over the past few decades. I wanted articles that made 

me think, showed me things I had not seen or heard or thought about before, articles 

that gave me new insight. Also, I chose articles that were easy to understand; not only 

did I want to make sure I understood what was being said so that I could be sure I knew 

what I was talking about as I discussed them, but I wanted to make sure anyone 

reading this, or the articles I used, would also be able to understand what I am saying 

based off of what the texts are saying, and the points that are being made by myself 

and the authors of the texts. 

 I evaluated each article I chose by first and foremost reading it carefully, to make 

sure I understood what the author was saying. Once I did, I evaluated how relevant the 

content was to answering my questions. The ones that did, I further evaluated by how 

knowledgeable the author seemed. After I looked at these factors, I evaluated the 

articles to see how I could formulate my own ideas from them and incorporate them 

here. 



 To make it easy to navigate, I organized the citations by author’s last name. 

Works Examined and Annotations 

Holgate, Jack F. "Point, Code System Simplifies Grading In Broadcast Class." 

Journalism Educator 35.3 (1980): 22-24. Web. 29 Mar. 2012. 

 Holgate immediately begins by briefly discussing how there is a definite 

difference between writing for print journalism and writing for broadcast journalism; 

instructors teaching print journalism courses use an editing system that broadcast 

journalism instructors do not. He then goes on to describe a “point and coding system” 

(22) that became implemented by many broadcast journalism instructors, in which 

students are given a handout with codes, the errors they represent, and how many 

points are taken off for it, along with a scale that indicates the quality of the work and 

how it can be fixed. This allows instructors to more thoroughly and helpfully edit a 

student’s writing. 

 I think the most important part of this article is the image of the actual handout 

students are given (23). I think without this, it would have been a little more difficult to 

understand the point and coding system Holgate discusses. Holgate is associated with 

Louisiana State University, so he is probably a professor or instructor himself, relating to 

some sort of broadcast journalism class that has implemented this system. I think one 

strength of the article was the very beginning, where Holgate says that broadcast 

journalism instructors had not been as detailed in their editing because students would 

not be exposed to the symbols as much as print journalism students would (22). This 

shows that there is a difference in writing, and now I realize also editing, styles between 

print and broadcast journalism. The weakest part, I feel, was when Holgate said “many 

instructors do not like to have writing so tightly structured” (23) because I personally feel 

it  



takes away from him seeming to advocate the coding system. 

Mitu, Bianca Marina. "Television News And Conflicts." Annals Of Spiru Haret  

University, Journalism Studies 12.1 (2011): 119-122. Web. 30 Mar. 2012. 

 Mitu argues that the importance of newspapers/printed press and radio has 

declined in favor of television. Most people prefer to watch the news rather than read it; 

according to the article, 69% of Europeans receive their news via television (120). She 

also argues that because knowledge varies from person to person, so does the 

interpretation of the news they see on television; therefore, television news appeals to a 

wider audience, whereas newspapers allegedly have target audiences. She also 

believes that watching the news rather than reading it allows audiences to feel more 

emotionally involved and invested in the stories, and that the similarity between 

broadcast and print journalism (tabloids) is that both use “sensationalism” to attract 

viewers or readers, respectively. 

 The part of this article I was most interested was Mitu’s claim that varying 

knowledge leads to varying interpretation of news. I had never thought of that before, 

but it makes sense. People will disregard things they do not know or care about but will 

be a lot more willing to pay attention to a story that they know about or have an interest 

in. Another part I felt was strong was her discussion of “sensationalism” in television and 

tabloids. She argues that “television aims to give audiences authenticity” and that 

tabloids carefully select content and accompany them with photos “to shock the people 

(121).” Mitu, though only a teaching assistant at her university, seemed qualified 

enough to make the claims she did in this piece. Her references page includes a 

reference to herself, in another work she did, which I found interesting and made it 

obvious this was not her first time studying things like this, so she must have an idea of 

what she is talking about. I found this article to be particularly useful because it 



addresses the changes in journalism and the importance of it, which is something else I 

was interested in learning about. 

Prato, Lou. "Bad Writing Plagues Broadcast News." American Journalism Review 

17.9 (1995): 46. Web. 29 Mar. 2012. 

 Prato, for this article, gathered quotes and opinions from several journalists 

regarding the writing in broadcast news. They all seem to agree that broadcast 

journalism anchors, writers, producers, and the like, are not as concerned with the 

quality of their writing and are not very interested in trying to improve it. While some of 

the journalists he includes say that they have daily writing critiques or hire consultants, 

there are others who blame the fact that broadcast journalists simply do not know how 

to write properly (46). 

 I feel like this article might have been stronger if Prato had used more of his own 

words on the topic, since he himself was a news director and broadcast journalism  

professor. However, I did find it interesting and helpful that he had so many people in 

the field of broadcast journalism to acknowledge that the quality of writing was poor. A 

good point that he brought up, through quotes by former NBC executive Bill Slatter and 

Frank Graham of McHugh and Hoffman consulting firm, was that though broadcast 

writing is meant to be more conversational (Slatter), writers still need to do it carefully 

because it  

needs to be conversational for all audiences (Graham). This article, though it was 

mostly quotes, was useful in my criteria because it further provided evidence to me that 

there is a difference among broadcast journalism writing from other types, like print 

journalism-and that difference is that the quality is not as strong. 

Scherer, Michael. "Chances are you won't bother to read this article. It is just one 

long block of text, after all, unbroken by alluring pictures, snappy captions, or 



eye-grabbing infographics. You can't click it. You can't flip it. All you can do is 

read it. (Does Size Matter?)." Columbia Journalism Review 41.4 (2002): 32+. Web. 

30 Mar. 2012. 

 This article discusses magazine writing, and how with the rise of television and 

the internet, people have shorter attention spans and are not as interested in sitting 

down and reading long magazine articles, especially ones with little or no graphics. 

People feel they are too busy to sit down and read a magazine article, according to 

polls; however, the same research shows that after keeping track of how they spend 

their time, people actually have more leisure time in their daily lives (33). Either way, 

magazines have dealt with this phenomenon in a variety of ways- some like Rolling 

Stone have put more articles in their  

magazines but made them shorter, to attract more readers, while others like Maxim 

keep their articles relatively long, but include images to get the reader’s attention. 

 The most important part of this article is the research where it is shown that  

people have more leisure time than they think, television has not kept people from 

reading, and people still read books or magazines (33-34). This article seemed credible 

because Scherer took the time out to gather research and quotes about this topic, so he 

learned about what he wanted to talk about.  This article showed a lot about the state of 

the magazine, addressed myths about the recent lack of a person’s attention span, and 

had a lot of useful information from people involved with several well-known magazines 

that have adapted to the changes. Therefore, this fit my criteria well because it 

answered my question of the importance and relevance of print journalism with the 

societal changes over the past few decades. 


